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THE BISHOPS 

AVENUE

Billionaire Row



For over 50 years, Avenue House has remained in the possession of a single
family since 1971. The decision to pursue planning permission for the demolition
of the existing property and its replacement with a magnificent Grand Mansion
has been thoroughly thought out. Now, the family believes it is the opportune
moment to pass on Avenue House to new owners who can take advantage of the
numerous benefits it offers.

F R O M  F A M I L Y  T R E A S U R E  T O  G R A N D  M A N S I O N
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The possibilities for the future of this exceptional property are truly exciting.
Whether it's demolishing and developing it into something new, holding onto it
as a valuable Land Bank while renting out the current property, or simply
enjoying the existing residence, the new owners will have the liberty to decide.
They can rest assured that there is no time restriction on activating the already
acquired planning consent, giving them the flexibility to make their move when
the time is right. It's certainly something worth considering.
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O P P O R T U N I T Y



This remarkable property, boasting eight bedrooms, is an
unparalleled discovery. Situated in an enviable area in central
London, it proudly bears an esteemed Bishop's Avenue address and
offers all the luxurious amenities befitting such a prestigious
location. Undoubtedly, a great investment opportunity awaits those
who set their sights on this property. 
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L I V I N G  S P A C E S



Location: The Bishops Avenue, Hampstead, London, United Kingdom
Widely renowned as the "Billionaire's Row"
One of the most coveted addresses in prime London, celebrated worldwide for its
magnificent houses and its history of illustrious celebrity owners
Designed for the location by Messers Charlton Brown Architects, the New Build Super
Mansion spans approximately 15,000 sq. ft
Situated on a spacious 1/3rd Acre Plot
Planning Consent has already been GRANTED, paving the way for development
The "Technical Start" milestone has been recognized by Barnet Council, resulting in the
lifting of the normal time limit to commence construction
The property features 8 Bedrooms, 7 Bathrooms, 5 Receptions, Indoor Swimming Pool,
Gym, Cinema, Sauna, Staff accommodation, and Underground parking.

P R O P E R T Y  D E T A I L S
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Embrace the rare opportunity to be part of the legacy of Avenue House, where
timeless elegance and boundless potential unite to create a residence of
unparalleled prestige and sophistication. Don't miss your chance to experience
the epitome of luxurious living; schedule a private viewing today and step into
a world of extraordinary possibilities.

L E GACY
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ERIC CORSALETTI
HEAD OF PRIVATE OFFICE

SUPER PRIME DIVISION

+44 7780 981918
ERICCO@NESTSEEKERS.COM

www.nestseekers.com




